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General Houston’s Battle Report
At half -past three o'clock in the evening, I ordered the
officers of the Texan army to parade their respective
commands, having in the meantime ordered the bridge

parade their commands =
line up their soldiers

on the only road communicating with the Brazos, distant
eight miles from our encampment, to be destroyed, thus
cutting off all possibility of escape. […]
The 1st Regiment, commanded by Col. Burleson, was
assigned to the center. The 2nd. Regiment, under the
command of Col. Sherman, formed the left wing of the
army. The artillery, under the special command of Col.

artillery = cannons

George W. Hockley, inspector-general, was placed on the
right of the 1st Regiment and four companies of Infantry,

infantry = foot soldiers

under the command of Lieut.-Col. Henry Millard,
sustained the artillery upon the right. Our cavalry, sixtyone in number, commanded by Col. Mirabeau B. Lamar

cavalry = soldiers on
horseback

[…] placed on our extreme right, completed our line. Our
cavalry was first dispatched to the front of the enemy's
left, for the purpose of attracting their notice, while an
extensive island of timber afforded us an opportunity of

island of timber = group
of trees

concentrating our forces.
[…] The artillery advanced and took station within two
hundred yards of the enemy's breastwork, and

breastwork = wall around
Mexican camp

commenced an effective fire with grape and cannister.

commenced = started

Col. Sherman, with his regiment, having commenced the
action upon our left wing, the whole line, at
the center and on the right, advancing in double quick
time, raised the war-cry, "Remember the Alamo," received
the enemy's fire, and advanced within pointblank shot,

grape and cannister =
groups of small
cannonballs

before a piece was discharged from our lines. Our line
advanced without a halt, until they were in possession of

a piece was discharged =
our cannon was fired

the woodland and the enemy's breastwork -the right
wing of Burleson's and the left of Millard's taking
possession of the breastwork our artillery having
gallantly charged up within seventy yards of the enemy's

gallantly = bravely

cannon, when it was taken by our troops.
The conflict lasted about eighteen minutes from the time
of close action until we were in possession of the enemy's
encampment. […] The conflict in the breastwork lasted
but a few moments many of the troops encountered hand
to hand, and, not having the advantage of bayonets on

bayonets = sharp knife
attached to the end of a
gun

our side, our riflemen used their pieces as war-clubs,

pieces = guns

breaking many of them. The rout commenced at half-past

rout = retreat

four, and the pursuit by the main army continued until
twilight.
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Meet the document.
Type (check all that apply):
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Describe it as if you were explaining to someone who can’t see it.
Think about: Is it handwritten or typed? Is it all by the same person? Are there stamps or other marks? What else do you see on it?

Observe its parts.
Who wrote it?		
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When is it from?
Where is it from?

Try to make sense of it.
What is it talking about?
Write one sentence summarizing this document.
Why did the author write it? 		
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What was happening at the time in history this document was created?
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What did you find out from this document that you might not learn anywhere else?
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